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How to Create a Vegan World Tobias Leenaert 2017 In this thought-provoking book, Tobias
Leenaert leaves well-trodden animal advocacy paths and takes a fresh look at the strategies,
objectives, and communication of the vegan and animal rights movement. He argues that, given
our present situation, with entire societies dependent on using animals, we need a very pragmatic
approach. How to Create a Vegan World contains many valuable ideas and insights for both
budding advocates for animals and seasoned activists, organizational leaders, and even
entrepreneurs.
What We Owe the Future William MacAskill 2022-08-16 “This book will change your sense of how
grand the sweep of human history could be, where you fit into it, and how much you could do to
change it for the better. It's as simple, and as ambitious, as that.” —Ezra Klein An Oxford
philosopher makes the case for “longtermism” — that positively influencing the long-term future is
a key moral priority of our time The fate of the world is in our hands. Humanity’s written history
spans only five thousand years. Our yet-unwritten future could last for millions more – or it could
end tomorrow. Astonishing numbers of people could lead lives of great happiness or unimaginable
suffering, or never live at all, depending on what we choose to do today. In What We Owe The
Future, philosopher William MacAskill argues for longtermism, that idea that positively influencing
the distant future is a key moral priority of our time. From this perspective, it’s not enough to
reverse climate change or avert the next pandemic. We must ensure that civilization would
rebound if it collapsed; counter the end of moral progress; and prepare for a planet where the
smartest beings are digital, not human. If we put humanity’s course to right, our grandchildren’s
grandchildren will thrive, knowing we did everything we could to give them a world full of justice,
hope and beauty.
10 Career Essentials Donna Dunning 2010-12-15 There are many books to help you choose a
career, but few to help you excel in the workplace once you are working. Over the course of a
lifetime, people can spend 80,000 hours on the job. With this much time invested, author Donna
Dunning asserts that your career should be interesting, motivating and rewarding. And in our
competitive, rapidly changing society, you need to know how to be effective and competent at
work or you may find yourself unemployed or passed over for promotion. Focusing on day-to-day
behaviour and providing practical tips and strategies, 10 Career Essentials becomes your personal
career coach by showing you how to work effectively, get recognition and steer your career in the
direction you want to go. The ideas such as optimizing your outlook, exceeding expectation and
thriving in uncertainty may sound simple, but applying them takes skill and practice. 10 Career
Essentials provides the key self-assessment tools and tips to stimulate learning and improve your

ability to implement your personal career strategy to its fullest.
Good Work If You Can Get It Jason Brennan 2020-05-05 Read it, and you will come away ready to
hit the ground running.
Change of Heart Nick Cooney 2010-12-01 An easy-to-use psychology primer for anyone wanting
to spread progressive social change. Developed so that non-profits, community organizers and
others can make science-driven decisions in their advocacy work.
Effective Altruism Hilary Greaves 2019-09-12 This is the first collective study of the thinking behind
the effective altruism movement. This movement comprises a growing global community of people
who organise significant parts of their lives around the two key concepts represented in its name.
Altruism is the idea that if we use a significant portion of the resources in our possession—whether
money, time, or talents—with a view to helping others then we can improve the world
considerably. When we do put such resources to altruistic use, it is crucial to focus on how much
good this or that intervention is reasonably expected to do per unit of resource expended (as a
gauge of effectiveness). We can try to rank various possible actions against each other to
establish which will do the most good with the resources expended. Thus we could aim to rank
various possible kinds of action to alleviate poverty against one another, or against actions aimed
at very different types of outcome, focused perhaps on animal welfare or future generations. The
scale and organisation of the effective altruism movement encourage careful dialogue on
questions that have perhaps long been there, throwing them into new and sharper relief, and
giving rise to previously unnoticed questions. In this volume a team of internationally recognised
philosophers, economists, and political theorists present refined and in-depth explorations of
issues that arise once one takes seriously the twin ideas of altruistic commitment and
effectiveness.
Doing Good Better William MacAskill 2016-08-02 An up-and-coming visionary in the world of
philanthropy and a cofounder of the effective altruism movement explains why most of our ideas
about how to make a difference are wrong and presents a counterintuitive way for each of us to do
the most good possible. While a researcher at Oxford, William MacAskill decided to devote his
study to a simple question: How can we do good better? MacAskill realized that, while most of us
want to make a difference, we often decide how to do so based on assumptions and emotions
rather than facts. As a result, our good intentions often lead to ineffective, sometimes downright
harmful, outcomes. As an antidote, MacAskill and his colleagues developed effective altruism—a
practical, data-driven approach to doing good that allows us to make a tremendous difference
regardless of our resources. Effective altruists operate by asking certain key questions that force
them to think differently, set aside biases, and use evidence and careful reasoning rather than act
on impulse. In Doing Good Better, MacAskill lays out these principles and shows that, when we
use them correctly—when we apply the head and the heart to each of our altruistic
endeavors—each of us has the power to do an astonishing amount of good.
So Good They Can't Ignore You Cal Newport 2012-09-18 In an unorthodox approach, Georgetown
University professor Cal Newport debunks the long-held belief that "follow your passion" is good
advice, and sets out on a quest to discover the reality of how people end up loving their careers.
Not only are pre-existing passions rare and have little to do with how most people end up loving
their work, but a focus on passion over skill can be dangerous, leading to anxiety and chronic job
hopping. Spending time with organic farmers, venture capitalists, screenwriters, freelance
computer programmers, and others who admitted to deriving great satisfaction from their work,
Newport uncovers the strategies they used and the pitfalls they avoided in developing their
compelling careers. Cal reveals that matching your job to a pre-existing passion does not matter.
Passion comes after you put in the hard work to become excellent at something valuable, not
before. In other words, what you do for a living is much less important than how you do it. With a
title taken from the comedian Steve Martin, who once said his advice for aspiring entertainers was
to "be so good they can't ignore you," Cal Newport's clearly written manifesto is mandatory reading
for anyone fretting about what to do with their life, or frustrated by their current job situation and

eager to find a fresh new way to take control of their livelihood. He provides an evidence-based
blueprint for creating work you love, and will change the way you think about careers, happiness,
and the crafting of a remarkable life.
Inadequate Equilibria (Draft Version) Eliezer Yudkowsky 2017-11-16
You Turn Ashley Stahl 2021-01-26 If you're thinking about buying this book, it's probably because
it feels like something's missing in your career. Guess what? It could be YOU. Whether you're
living for the weekends or counting the minutes until 5 pm every day, life is too short to wish it
away because you feel stuck in your job. The good news is that you have the power to stop living
on autopilot and turn your career around. "Follow your passion," "find your purpose," and "do what
you love" have joined the parade of bland directives that aren't doing much to actually help you
figure out what you're meant to do with your career. Instead, they only create more confusion. If all
we had to do is "follow our bliss" . . . why aren't we blissful yet? The truth is, the best career is not
one where you only do what you love, but one where you honor who you are. In You Turn,
counterterrorism professional turned career coach Ashley Stahl shares the strategies she's used to
help thousands ditch their Monday blues, get clarity on what work lights them up, and devise an
action plan to create a career they love. This book gives readers access to Stahl's coveted 11-step
roadmap that has guided thousands of coaching clients in 31 countries to self-discovery and
success. Throughout her process, you'll: • Discover your Core Skillset. Uncover your gifts and
talents to create an intentional career path that's fulfilling and aligned with who you are—and what
you're good at. • Understand your "Inner Money Blueprint." Discover the root of your money
mindset, and how to break free of financial limitation. • Clarify your Core Interests. Identify the
difference between a passion, gift, and calling so you can get clear on what's meant to be a hobbyand what's meant to be a career! • Become your own coach. Walk away with a unique set of tools
for staying true to your best self in times of stress, frustration, or anxiety. Whether you're
considering a career pivot, or just curious about what else is possible for you, it's time to make a
"you turn"—to get unstuck, discover your true self, and thrive (not just survive) in your career.
The Life You Can Save Peter Singer 2009-03-03 For the first time in history, eradicating world
poverty is within our reach. Yet around the world, a billion people struggle to live each day on less
than many of us pay for bottled water. In The Life You Can Save, Peter Singer uses ethical
arguments, illuminating examples, and case studies of charitable giving to show that our current
response to world poverty is not only insufficient but morally indefensible. The Life You Can Save
teaches us to be a part of the solution, helping others as we help ourselves.
The Effective Altruism Handbook Ryan Carey 2015-04-23 The Effective Altruism Handbook is a
compilation of essays about how do more good with limited resources. It presents much of the
intellectual progress of the effective altruism movement, a group dedicated to discovering and
carrying out the most effective philanthropic interventions.It features a range of problems that we
ask when considering how to have an impact, and many that we don't think to ask at all, across
areas such as charity evaluation, career choice and cause selection.Its contributors include
Professors Peter Singer and William MacAskill, who provide the introduction, and the leaders of a
wide range of organisations, who discuss how they seek to put this movement's ideas into practice.
The Most Good You Can Do Peter Singer 2015-04-07 An argument for putting sentiment aside
and maximizing the practical impact of our donated dollars: “Powerful, provocative” (Nicholas
Kristof, The New York Times). Peter Singer’s books and ideas have been disturbing our
complacency ever since the appearance of Animal Liberation. Now he directs our attention to a
challenging new movement in which his own ideas have played a crucial role: effective altruism.
Effective altruism is built upon the simple but profoundly unsettling idea that living a fully ethical life
involves doing the “most good you can do.” Such a life requires a rigorously unsentimental view of
charitable giving: to be a worthy recipient of our support, an organization must be able to
demonstrate that it will do more good with our money or our time than other options open to us.
Singer introduces us to an array of remarkable people who are restructuring their lives in
accordance with these ideas, and shows how, paradoxically, living altruistically often leads to

greater personal fulfillment than living for oneself. Doing the Most Good develops the challenges
Singer has made, in the New York Times and Washington Post, to those who donate to the arts,
and to charities focused on helping our fellow citizens, rather than those for whom we can do the
most good. Effective altruists are extending our knowledge of the possibilities of living less
selfishly, and of allowing reason, rather than emotion, to determine how we live. Doing the Most
Good offers new hope for our ability to tackle the world’s most pressing problems.
The War of the Worlds H. G. Wells 2017-01-01 When a meteorite lands in Surrey, the locals don't
know what to make of it. But as Martians emerge and begin killing bystanders, it quickly becomes
clear—England is under attack. Armed soldiers converge on the scene to ward off the invaders,
but meanwhile, more Martian cylinders land on Earth, bringing reinforcements. As war breaks out
across England, the locals must fight for their lives, but life on Earth will never be the same. This is
an unabridged version of one of the first fictional accounts of extraterrestrial invasion. H. G. Wells's
military science fiction novel was first published in book form in 1898, and is considered a classic
of English literature.
Famine, Affluence, and Morality Peter Singer 2016 First published in 1972, Singer's essay argued
that choosing not to send life-saving money to starving people on the other side of the earth is the
moral equivalent of neglecting to save drowning children because we prefer not to muddy our
shoes. In this publication, his essay is accompanied by other pieces on our obligations to others,
as well as a new introduction that discusses Singer's current thinking.
Designing Your Life Bill Burnett 2016-09-20 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • At last, a
book that shows you how to build—design—a life you can thrive in, at any age or stage Designers
create worlds and solve problems using design thinking. Look around your office or home—at the
tablet or smartphone you may be holding or the chair you are sitting in. Everything in our lives was
designed by someone. And every design starts with a problem that a designer or team of
designers seeks to solve. In this book, Bill Burnett and Dave Evans show us how design thinking
can help us create a life that is both meaningful and fulfilling, regardless of who or where we are,
what we do or have done for a living, or how young or old we are. The same design thinking
responsible for amazing technology, products, and spaces can be used to design and build your
career and your life, a life of fulfillment and joy, constantly creative and productive, one that always
holds the possibility of surprise.
50 Ways to Get a Job Dev Aujla 2018-04-03 A new personalized way to find the perfect job—while
staying calm during the process. You are so much more than a resume or job application, but how
can you communicate that to your potential employer? You need to learn to ask the right
questions, stop using job sites, and start doing the work that actually counts. Based on information
gained from over 400,000 individuals who have used these exercises, this book reveals career
expert Dev Aujla’s tried-and-tested method for job seekers at every stage of their career. Filled
with anecdotes and advice from professionals ranging from a wilderness guide to an architect, it
includes quick-step exercises that help you avoid the common pitfalls of navigating a modern
career. Whether you've just decided to start the hunt or you're gearing up for a big interview, 50
Ways to Get a Job will keep you poised, on-track, and motivated right up to landing your dream
career.
Amigos Del Otro Lado Gloria Anzaldúa 1993 Did you come from Mexico? An Mexican-American
defends Joaquin, a boyy frp, Mexico who came across the border. The Border Patrol is looking for
him and his mother who are hiding. His newly found friend Prietita took him to the Herb Lady to
help him with red welts.
Build a Career in Data Science Emily Robinson 2020-03-06 Summary You are going to need more
than technical knowledge to succeed as a data scientist. Build a Career in Data Science teaches
you what school leaves out, from how to land your first job to the lifecycle of a data science
project, and even how to become a manager. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in
PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the technology What are the
keys to a data scientist’s long-term success? Blending your technical know-how with the right “soft

skills” turns out to be a central ingredient of a rewarding career. About the book Build a Career in
Data Science is your guide to landing your first data science job and developing into a valued
senior employee. By following clear and simple instructions, you’ll learn to craft an amazing
resume and ace your interviews. In this demanding, rapidly changing field, it can be challenging to
keep projects on track, adapt to company needs, and manage tricky stakeholders. You’ll love the
insights on how to handle expectations, deal with failures, and plan your career path in the stories
from seasoned data scientists included in the book. What's inside Creating a portfolio of data
science projects Assessing and negotiating an offer Leaving gracefully and moving up the ladder
Interviews with professional data scientists About the reader For readers who want to begin or
advance a data science career. About the author Emily Robinson is a data scientist at Warby
Parker. Jacqueline Nolis is a data science consultant and mentor. Table of Contents: PART 1 GETTING STARTED WITH DATA SCIENCE 1. What is data science? 2. Data science companies
3. Getting the skills 4. Building a portfolio PART 2 - FINDING YOUR DATA SCIENCE JOB 5. The
search: Identifying the right job for you 6. The application: Résumés and cover letters 7. The
interview: What to expect and how to handle it 8. The offer: Knowing what to accept PART 3 SETTLING INTO DATA SCIENCE 9. The first months on the job 10. Making an effective analysis
11. Deploying a model into production 12. Working with stakeholders PART 4 - GROWING IN
YOUR DATA SCIENCE ROLE 13. When your data science project fails 14. Joining the data
science community 15. Leaving your job gracefully 16. Moving up the ladder
80,000 Hours Benjamin J. Todd 2016-12-10 Find a fulfilling career that tackles the world's most
pressing problems, using this guide based on five years of research alongside academics at
Oxford. You have about 80,000 hours in your career: 40 hours a week, 50 weeks a year, for 40
years. This means your choice of career is one of the most important decisions you'll ever make.
Make the right choices, and you can help solve some of the world's most pressing problems, as
well as have a more rewarding, interesting life. For such an important decision, however, there's
surprisingly little good advice out there. Most career advice focuses on things like how to write a
CV, and much of the rest is just (misleading) platitudes like "follow your passion". Most people we
speak to don't even use career advice - they just speak to friends and try to figure it out for
themselves. When it comes to helping others with your career the advice usually assumes you
need to work as a teacher, doctor, charity worker, and so on, even though these paths might not
be a good fit for you, and were not what the highest-impact people in history did. This guide is
based on five years of research conducted alongside academics at the University of Oxford. It
aims to help you find a career you enjoy, you're good at, and that tackles the world's most pressing
problems. It covers topics like: 1. What makes for a dream job, and why "follow your passion" can
be misleading. 2. Why the most effective ways to make a difference aren't always the obvious
ones like working at a charity, or becoming a doctor. 3. How to compare global problems, like
climate change and education, in terms of their scale and urgency. 4. How to discover and develop
your strengths. It's also full of practical tips and tools. You'll come away with a plan to use your
80,000 hours in a way that's fulfilling and high impact. What people are saying "Based on evidence
and good sense, not platitudes" - Steven Pinker, New York Times bestselling author Johnstone
Family Professor of Psychology at Harvard University. "This incredible group is helping people
have a greater social impact with their careers." - Sue Desmond-Hellmann, CEO of the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation. "Every college grad should read this" - Tim Urban, creator of Wait But
Why. Read more online This book is based on the free guide you can find on the 80,000 Hours
website, where you can find many more articles and our most up-to-date content. All profits from
the book are used to fund 80,000 Hours, expanding our research and enabling us to reach more
people. About the authors 80,000 Hours is an independent non-profit founded in Oxford in 2011. It
performs research into career choice, and provides online and in-person advice. Benjamin Todd is
the CEO and co-founder of 80,000 Hours. He grew the organization from a student society at
Oxford to a non-profit that's raised $1.3m in donations, and has 100,000 monthly readers. He has
a Master's degree in Physics and Philosophy from Oxford, and speaks Chinese, badly. Ben is

advised by the rest of the 80,000 Hours team, including Professor Will MacAskill, author of Doing
Good Better, co-founder of the Effective Altruism movement, and one of the youngest tenured
professors of philosophy in the world.
The Scout Mindset Julia Galef 2021-04-13 "...an engaging and enlightening account from which
we all can benefit."—The Wall Street Journal A better way to combat knee-jerk biases and make
smarter decisions, from Julia Galef, the acclaimed expert on rational decision-making. When it
comes to what we believe, humans see what they want to see. In other words, we have what Julia
Galef calls a "soldier" mindset. From tribalism and wishful thinking, to rationalizing in our personal
lives and everything in between, we are driven to defend the ideas we most want to believe—and
shoot down those we don't. But if we want to get things right more often, argues Galef, we should
train ourselves to have a "scout" mindset. Unlike the soldier, a scout's goal isn't to defend one side
over the other. It's to go out, survey the territory, and come back with as accurate a map as
possible. Regardless of what they hope to be the case, above all, the scout wants to know what's
actually true. In The Scout Mindset, Galef shows that what makes scouts better at getting things
right isn't that they're smarter or more knowledgeable than everyone else. It's a handful of
emotional skills, habits, and ways of looking at the world—which anyone can learn. With
fascinating examples ranging from how to survive being stranded in the middle of the ocean, to
how Jeff Bezos avoids overconfidence, to how superforecasters outperform CIA operatives, to
Reddit threads and modern partisan politics, Galef explores why our brains deceive us and what
we can do to change the way we think.
10th Anniversary Edition The Life You Can Save Peter Singer 2019-12-01 In this Tenth
Anniversary Edition of The Life You Can Save, Peter Singer brings his landmark book up to date.
In addition to restating his compelling arguments about how we should respond to extreme
poverty, he examines the progress we are making and recounts how the first edition transformed
the lives both of readers and the people they helped. Learn how you can be part of the solution,
doing good for others while adding fulfillment to your own life.
Mastering Java Michael B. White 2018-12-13 While other books only touch on the subject, this
book is designed to provide in-depth guidance so that the reader can become a java master.
There are lots of examples as this book guides the reader from a beginner to advanced level. The
reader will learn: Chapter 1: Java Basics Chapter 2: Java Data Structures and Algorithms Chapter
3: Java Web Development Chapter 4: Java GUI Programming Chapter 5: Object-Oriented
Programming Chapter 6: Java Interview Questions
Strangers Drowning Larissa MacFarquhar 2016-09-27 What does it mean to devote yourself
wholly to helping others? In Strangers Drowning, Larissa MacFarquhar seeks out people living
lives of extreme ethical commitment and tells their deeply intimate stories; their stubborn integrity
and their compromises; their bravery and their recklessness; their joys and defeats and wrenching
dilemmas. A couple adopts two children in distress. But then they think: If they can change two
lives, why not four? Or ten? They adopt twenty. But how do they weigh the needs of unknown
children in distress against the needs of the children they already have? Another couple founds a
leprosy colony in the wilderness in India, living in huts with no walls, knowing that their two small
children may contract leprosy or be eaten by panthers. The children survive. But what if they
hadn’t? How would their parents’ risk have been judged? A woman believes that if she spends
money on herself, rather than donate it to buy life-saving medicine, then she’s responsible for the
deaths that result. She lives on a fraction of her income, but wonders: when is compromise selfindulgence and when is it essential? We honor such generosity and high ideals; but when we call
people do-gooders there is skepticism in it, even hostility. Why do moral people make us uneasy?
Between her stories, MacFarquhar threads a lively history of the literature, philosophy, social
science, and self-help that have contributed to a deep suspicion of do-gooders in Western culture.
Through its sympathetic and beautifully vivid storytelling, Strangers Drowning confronts us with
fundamental questions about what it means to be human. In a world of strangers drowning in
need, how much should we help, and how much can we help? Is it right to care for strangers even

at the expense of those we are closest to? Moving and provocative, Strangers Drowning
challenges us to think about what we value most, and why.
Designing Your New Work Life Bill Burnett 2021-10-26 From the authors of the #1 New York
Times bestseller Designing Your Life comes a revised, fully up-to-date edition of Designing Your
New Work Life, a timely, urgently needed book that shows us how to transform our new uncharted
work life into a meaningful dream job or company. With practical, useful tools, tips, and design
ideas that show us how to navigate disruption (global, regional, or personal) and create new
possibilities for our post-COVID work world and beyond. Bill Burnett and Dave Evans successfully
taught graduate and undergraduate students at Stanford University and readers of their bestselling book, Designing Your Life ("The prototype for a happy life." —Brian Lehrer, NPR), that
designers don't analyze, worry, think, complain their way forward; they build their way forward. And
now more than ever, we all need creative and adaptable tools to cope with the chaos caused by
COVID-19. In Designing Your New Work Life, Burnett and Evans show us how design thinking can
transform our present job, and how it can improve our experience of work in times of disruption. All
disruption is personal, write Burnett and Evans, as with the life-altering global pandemic we are
living through now. Designing Your New Work Life makes clear that disruption is the new normal,
that it is here to stay and that it is accelerating. And in the book's new chapters, Burnett and Evans
show us step by step, how to design our way through disruption and how to stay ahead of it—and
thrive. Burnett and Evans's Disruption Design offers us a radical new concept that makes use of
the designer mindsets: Curiosity, Reframing, Radical collaboration, Awareness, Bias to action,
Storytelling, to find our way through these unchartered times. In Designing Your New Work Life,
Burnett and Evans show us, with tools, tips, and design ideas, how we can make new possibilities
available even when our lives have been disrupted (be it globally, regionally, or personally), giving
us the tools to enjoy the present moment and allowing us to begin to prototype our possible future.
How to Build a Brain Chris Eliasmith 2013-04-16 How to Build a Brain provides a detailed
exploration of a new cognitive architecture - the Semantic Pointer Architecture - that takes
biological detail seriously, while addressing cognitive phenomena. Topics ranging from semantics
and syntax, to neural coding and spike-timing-dependent plasticity are integrated to develop the
world's largest functional brain model.
Beyond Lies the Wub Philip K. Dick 2021-01-01 Philip K. Dick's 'Beyond Lies the Wub' is a short
science fiction story. This story was first published in the year 1952 in a magazine named the
Planet Stories.
Occupational Outlook Handbook United States. Bureau of Labor Statistics 1976
Designing Your Work Life Bill Burnett 2020-02-25 When Designing Your Life was published in
2016, Stanford’s Bill Burnett and Dave Evans taught readers how to use design thinking to build
meaningful, fulfilling lives (“Life has questions. They have answers.” –The New York Times). The
book struck a chord, becoming an instant #1 New York Times bestseller. Now, in DESIGNING
YOUR WORK LIFE: How to Thrive and Change and Find Happiness at Work they apply that
transformative thinking to the place we spend more time than anywhere else: work. DESIGNING
YOUR WORK LIFE teaches readers how to create the job they want—without necessarily leaving
the job they already have. “Increasingly, it’s up to workers to define their own happiness and
success in this ever-moving landscape,” they write, and chapter by chapter, they demonstrate how
to build positive change, wherever you are in your career. Whether you want to stay in your job
and make it a more meaningful experience, or if you decide it’s time to move on, Evans and
Burnett show you how to visualize and build a work-life that is productive, engaged, meaningful,
and more fun.
The 4-Hour Work Week Timothy Ferriss 2007 Offers techniques and strategies for increasing
income while cutting work time in half, and includes advice for leading a more fulfilling life.
The Career Equation: Coaching a Culture of Career Conversations Erica Sosna 2021-05-14 The
Career Equation® allows coaches and talent professionals to offer their clients and staff the clarity
to enable them to take meaningful action. Whether it is to commit fully to the work they are doing,

to make a lateral move within their existing firm, or to try something completely new, the Equation
addresses the self-knowledge and self-management needed for them to own their careers. We all
have unique talents and skills and the Equation can help people find their place in the world of
work. The reader will learn how to: •Make use of The Career Equation® •Create a career design
•Prepare their clients for a career conversation •Help their clients overcome mental barriers This
book will change the way coaches, mentors, career advisors and performance professionals
support their clients to achieve maximum satisfaction from their work. “The Career Equation is
exceptionally swift and effective, simple to learn, share and use with talent at all stages of their
career.” James Sparrow, Chief Executive Officer EMEA at Savills “The Career Equation is mustread text for parents, personal tutors, HR managers, team leaders, careers advisers and coaches.
An easy guide for importance career conversations in our ever-changing environment.” Dr Helen
Smith, Faculty Head of Coaching and Mentoring for Business and Law, Department of People and
Performance “This book is a great resource for career professionals, offering tools and ideas that
get to the heart of what we mean by career success.” John Lees, Author of How to Get A Job You
Love “This book helps to discover the simple and effective model that has enabled me to have
valuable career conversations, and more importantly, see the positive results when individuals are
making the choices aligned to their strengths and passions.” Aneta Jajkowksa, People &
Organisation Partner / Your Career Plan Accredited Coach Erica Sosna is a career consultant
expert, a TEDx Speaker, founder of Career Matters and bestselling author of Your Life Plan.
Erica’s work has transformed the career direction and aspirations of professionals all over the
world. Her company, Career Matters, accredits professional coaches in her Career Equation
method. Find out more at www.ericasosna.com
Moral Uncertainty William MacAskill 2020 How should we make decisions when we're uncertain
about what we ought, morally, to do? Decision-making in the face of fundamental moral
uncertainty is underexplored terrain: MacAskill, Bykvist, and Ord argue that there are distinctive
norms by which it is governed, and which depend on the nature of one's moral beliefs.
Wild Tales Graham Nash 2014-09-09 A founding member of the iconic bands Crosby, Stills, Nash
& Young and the Hollies shares the story of his life from his youth in post-war England through his
creative relationship with Joni Mitchell and his enduring career as a solo musician and political
activist.
Your Next 40,000 Hours Elaine Siu 2021-08-24 On average, we spend about 80,000 hours in our
lifetime working. Most of us spend that time in the workforce without being in touch with the impact
we could make if we listened more closely to our heart and followed our dreams. Your Next 40,000
Hours speaks to career professionals who want to engage with finding purposeful work and
changing the world in an authentic and powerful way. Join author Elaine Siu on her journey into an
illuminating second career, along with the stories of other extraordinary dreamers. Your Next
40,000 Hours is the destined wakeup call that will inspire you to create a fulfilling livelihood that
lifts your soul, as well as the world. Learn why it's important to find purpose in our work; how to let
go of social conditionings that are keeping you stuck; and how this pursuit eventually leads to
divine transcendence. Get ready to reinvent yourself and launch a life-changing second career
beyond your wildest dreams!
The Precipice Toby Ord 2020-03-24 This urgent and eye-opening book makes the case that
protecting humanity's future is the central challenge of our time. If all goes well, human history is
just beginning. Our species could survive for billions of years - enough time to end disease,
poverty, and injustice, and to flourish in ways unimaginable today. But this vast future is at risk.
With the advent of nuclear weapons, humanity entered a new age, where we face existential
catastrophes - those from which we could never come back. Since then, these dangers have only
multiplied, from climate change to engineered pathogens and artificial intelligence. If we do not act
fast to reach a place of safety, it will soon be too late. Drawing on over a decade of research, The
Precipice explores the cutting-edge science behind the risks we face. It puts them in the context of
the greater story of humanity: showing how ending these risks is among the most pressing moral

issues of our time. And it points the way forward, to the actions and strategies that can safeguard
humanity. An Oxford philosopher committed to putting ideas into action, Toby Ord has advised the
US National Intelligence Council, the UK Prime Minister's Office, and the World Bank on the
biggest questions facing humanity. In The Precipice, he offers a startling reassessment of human
history, the future we are failing to protect, and the steps we must take to ensure that our
generation is not the last. "A book that seems made for the present moment." —New Yorker
Christians in an Age of Wealth Craig L. Blomberg 2013-11-26 In this book, Craig Blomberg
addresses the tough questions about the place and purpose of wealth and material possessions in
a Christian’s life. He points to the goodness of wealth, as God originally designed it, but also
surveys the Bible’s many warnings against making an idol out of money. So are material
possessions a blessing for which we should long? And what are the dangers that the use or abuse
of material possessions can produce? Blomberg expounds upon how the sharing of goods and
possessions is the key safeguard against both greed and covetousness. He expands on the
concept of giving generously, even sacrificially, to those who are needier, demonstrating how
Christians can participate in God’s original good design for abundance and demonstrate the worldaltering gospel of Christ. Is there any one key to keeping possessions in their proper, Godintended perspective? Are there limits on how rich we should become or on how poor we should
allow others to get? What does a truly Christian economic system look like? How does the Bible’s
teaching on wealth fit into the gospel?
Surfing Uncertainty Andy Clark 2016 This title brings together work on embodiment, action, and
the predictive mind. At the core is the vision of human minds as prediction machines - devices that
constantly try to stay one step ahead of the breaking waves of sensory stimulation, by actively
predicting the incoming flow. In every situation we encounter, that complex prediction machinery is
already buzzing, proactively trying to anticipate the sensory barrage. The book shows in detail how
this strange but potent strategy of self-anticipation ushers perception, understanding, and
imagination simultaneously onto the cognitive stage.
How I Sold 80,000 Books Alinka Rutkowska 2015-06-17 Discover how you too can sell 80,000
books even if you haven't sold a single copy yet!Warning: Reading this 2016 Readers' Favorite
Book Award Winner and implementing its strategies may cause a significant income increase.Get
your copy now and discover: How I sold books by the truckload and how you can do it too; The
truth about book marketing for authors: which book marketing tips really work and which are a
waste of time; What never to include in your author marketing; The single most powerful strategy
to get readers on Amazon; Why self publishing through Amazon isn't the only marketing strategy
and how to significantly increase your book sales by pursuing paths less travelled; One, often
overlooked, strategy to get book reviews on Amazon; Plus, kindle publishing guidelines: how to
market a book before you hit publish. Probably the best and most comprehensive one-stop guide I
have seen. Rick DeStefanis, Award-Winning Author of "The Gomorrah Principle" Alinka is
extremely knowledgeable and always willing to help authors in whatever way she can. I highly
recommend this little gem of a book! Patti Tingen, Award-Winning Inspirational Author "How I Sold
80,000 Books" by Alinka Rutkowska covers it all from web page to social media to promotion,
sales and everything in between. Mary Adair, Award-Winning Author of Native American Romance
Novels The links included in the book are like gold dust, and you will find yourself watching/reading
them over and over again as you forge your way through the publishing world. I only wish that I'd
had access to this when I first started out. It would have saved me months of work. Lyneal
Jenkins, International Award-Winning, Best-Selling Author Scroll up to grab your copy now!
How to Find Fulfilling Work Roman Krznaric 2013-04-23 THE SCHOOL OF LIFE IS DEDICATED
TO EXPLORING LIFE'S BIG QUESTIONS IN HIGHLY-PORTABLE PAPERBACKS, FEATURING
FRENCH FLAPS AND DECKLE EDGES, THAT THE NEW YORK TIMES CALLS "DAMNABLY
CUTE." WE DON'T HAVE ALL THE ANSWERS, BUT WE WILL DIRECT YOU TOWARDS A
VARIETY OF USEFUL IDEAS THAT ARE GUARANTEED TO STIMULATE, PROVOKE, AND
CONSOLE. A practical and inspirational guide to examining your career and deciding whether it

truly makes you happy—this book will show you the steps it takes to find a job that truly makes you
thrive. The desire for fulfilling work is one of the great aspirations of our age. This book reveals
explores the competing claims we face for money, status, and meaning in our lives. Drawing on
wisdom from a variety of disciplines, cultural thinker Roman Krznaric sets out a practical guide to
negotiating the labyrinth of choices, overcoming fear of change, and finding a career in which you
thrive. Overturning a century of traditional thought about career change, Krznaric reveals just what
it takes to find life-enhancing work
Bring Your Brain to Work Art Markman 2019-05-21 To succeed at work, first you need to
understand your own brain If you're in a job interview, how should you think about the mindset of
the interviewer? If you've just been promoted, how do you handle the tensions of managing former
peers? And what are the telltale mental signs that it's time to start planning your next career
move? We know that psychology can teach us much about behaviors and challenges relevant to
work, such as making better decisions, influencing people, and dealing with stress. But many
popular books on these topics analyze them as universal human phenomena without providing
real-life, constructive career help. Bring Your Brain to Work changes all that. Professor, author,
and popular radio host Art Markman focuses on three essential elements of a successful career-getting a job, excelling at work, and finding your next position--and expertly illustrates how
cognitive science, especially psychology, sheds fascinating and useful light on each of these
elements. To succeed at a job interview, for example, you need to understand the mindset of the
interviewer and know how to come across as exactly the individual the company wants to hire. To
keep that job, it's critical to master the mental challenge of learning every day. Finally, careers
require constant development, so you need to be able to sense when it's time to move up or out
and to prepare yourself for the move. So many of the hurdles you face throughout your career are,
first and foremost, psychological challenges, and Markman shows you how to use your different
mental systems--motivational, social, and cognitive--to manage them more effectively. Integrating
the latest research with engaging stories and examples from across the professional spectrum,
Bring Your Brain to Work gets inside your head, helping you to succeed through a better
understanding of yourself and those around you.
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